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Luis S. Gonzalez-Acevedo, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****.Caribbean Poet represents four decades of poetic writing with many
frequent and extended periods of silence -the poetic thoughts of a boy, an adolescent and adult.
The poems highlight my experiences in the Caribbean and the world. Caribbean Poet considers the
following themes: fantasy, love sensuality, death, gothic images, magic dark arts, patriotism,
peace, politics, immigration migration, human rights, language, friendship, time, family,
philosophy, Christmas, graduation, poets poetry, the United States, Ireland, England -Stonehenge,
Mexico -Aztecs, Puerto Rico and Latin America. Like my countryman Manuel A. Alonso, I ask that
you receive my poems as the product of many hours stolen from sleep, studies and work. Please
judge them with benevolence. Poetic Translations Creative Modifications: Spanish to English The
poems in the second part of the book constitute what is still in existence -what remains- from my
earlier work. The whims of a temperamental poet are to blame. They were translated, and
sometimes modified, from my collection titled Poemas Caribenos. I personally translated and/or
modified each poem from Spanish to English. I attempted to salvage much of the syntax and verse
construction of...
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ReviewsReviews

It is great and fantastic. It can be writter in easy phrases and never hard to understand. You will not really feel monotony at at any time of your respective
time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you request me).
-- Michel Halvorson-- Michel Halvorson

A whole new e-book with an all new viewpoint. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this created e pdf. I am just very happy to inform
you that this is the greatest book i have read through within my own life and could be he best pdf for ever.
-- Hank Treutel-- Hank Treutel
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